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Foreign service  

 

• Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations - 1961 

• Vienna Convention on Consular Relations - 1963 

• Bilateral agreements 

• National law – Consular Law (in Poland) 

 

People are at the heart of diplomacy 

Consular affairs are about the people  



Consular v. diplomatic corp 



In summary: Consular service  

 

• Consular affairs - services to citizens seeking assistance 
or protection prior to and during travel, work or 
residence abroad 

 

• Consul’s mandate „to protect commercial interets in a 
foreign state and those of their nationals that were 
trading or travelling there”  

 

 

 

 



Public impression and knowledge 

• For the most part, consular affairs is the ugly duckling of 
foreign policy matters and rarely receives the intellectual 
attention it deserves, except when citizens are in difficulty in a 
foreign country and there is national clamour for governments 
to mount up and ride to the rescue.  

• The understanding of what is to be done or can be done is as 
scarce as water in the Sahara.  

• And there are few signs that understanding is becoming 
deeper or that there is even an urge for greater depth. 

 
• Gar Pardy was the Director General of the Consular Affairs Bureau in the Canadian Department of 

Foreign Affairs for more than a decade until he retired in 2003. 



Challenges in XXI century 
 
• The nature of international travel is changing: 

• more people explore remote corners of the world,  

• work for foreign-based companies,  

• participate in student exchanges  

• retire in southern destinations.  

• At the same time, we are seeing the need to respond to a growing 
number of requests and increasingly complex consular situations  

•  terrorist attacts; natural disasters; legal affairs 

• How to provide information updates more quickly all while 
maintaining the credibility of their public images by avoiding the 
pitfalls of fake news  see the response to terrorist attack 

 

Diplomats and diplomacy must adapt to these 
new norms… to stay relevant 



Scope of responsibilities and 
activities  

 



ACTIVITIES v. SERVICES 

Need to see the difference: 

 

• Paid – unpaid 

• Scope of assitance 

• Basis for delivery: citizenship, residence  

• Activities are not formalized  consular 
protection  
 

 



TYPES OF 
SERVICES/ACTIVITIES 

 

• Advise  

• Prevention  information 

• Mitigation  consultation  

• Assistance  consular protection  



Advice on safe travel 

IRELAND 

• TravelWise 
The TravelWise smartphone app can be downloaded for free at the App Store or 
Google Play. The app will help you to stay safe and informed while travelling abroad. It 
allows you to select your favourite countries and get security updates for those 
countries sent directly from the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade to your 
phone.  

• The app’s ‘Know before you go’ is worth reading before any travel abroad. 

 

CANADA 

Travel.gc.ca 
 

one-stop shop for travel advice 

 

https://dfa.sensorpro.net/run/Url.aspx?m=zvL4FIT5jzVMg8SPTp/meUTpDqr3pH/5lpjwLbOr/tUWY95U1sIrNEMzcRH485cm_w_kka-n%2BXcT9R60ay9/nDrrxZrgX25WwqU5HcdnRBGsxyk75RE0KPLyzVXvP6PkBd60W4V_w_zth
https://dfa.sensorpro.net/run/Url.aspx?m=8qitwXHED0%2BlVSKsw81D4nV0UNi%2BBIgCVVl6RvS4L/5TnqBYaWTsTV7tdtotiICg_w_kkw-n%2BXcT9R60ay9/nDrrxZrgX25WwqU5HcdnRBGsxyk75RE0KPLyzVXvP6PkBd60W4V_w_zth


World of smart phones and 
social media 
• innovative partnerships and technologies that put 

information on safe and responsible travel at 
travellers’ fingertips, 

• increasing the scope of public awareness campaigns 
to make citizens more aware of important travel tips - 
such as the need to purchase travel health insurance 

• expand the use of social media by embassies and 
consulates, 

• enhance the Travel Smart app so that travellers can 
readily access essential information on-the-go 

• safe-travel video played on major national airlines.  



Advice on safe travel 

POLAND 

• iPolak 



Alerts and notifications in case of 
emergency 



Alerts on your mobile 



Registration when going abroad 



Consular protection and 
assitance 
• Definition 

• Measures 

• Cases 

• stolen passports  

• arrest 

• medical and hospital treatment  

• child abductions  

• crisis situations 



Protecting children 

The number of consular cases involving children has increased 
significantly in recent years. They have also become more complex and 
are often more difficult to resolve, such as:  

• international child abduction, including abduction prevention,  

• child, early and forced marriage, 

• parental rights and foster care  

 

Measures to respond to those challenges 

• New units to improve our ability to respond to consular issues 
involving children.  

• Specialized case officers that assist parents and families.  

• enhancement of policy capacity by implementing dedicated analysts 
who deal solely with issues relating to children abroad.  



Evacuation and 
natural disasters 

• Citizens travelling to more remote areas, having the right 
people in the right places will allow citizens to get help when 
they need it.  

• Implemention regional delivery models and improving the 
use of honorary consul and emergency warden networks.  

• Enhancing the response capability of Standing Rapid 
Deployment Team, to effectively reach and assist citizens 
when they need it most.  

• New partnerships worldwide to promote and enhance 
consular cooperation and improve ability to support citizens 
during international emergencies.  



Going digital 

• Citizens expect access to information and services at the click 
of a button or touch of a screen.  

• In response governments create interactive consular-inquiry 
guide, which provides information tailored to a specific need 
and geographical location.  

• streamline notarial services by enabling clients to obtain 
information and submit documents online.  

• provide registered citizens travelling or living abroad with the 
ability to receive SMS text messages on arrival at their 
destination or when affected by an international emergency. 



Consular services on-line 



Passport on line  
 

• Expanded Passport Online 
service 
 
The Passport Online service has 
been expanded to allow the 
online renewal of children’s 
passports. This expanded service 
means that all Irish citizens can 
now renew their passports online 
24/7, from anywhere in the 
world. The cost of renewing 
online has been reduced. 
Renewing online is the cheapest, 
quickest and most convenient 
way to renew your passport, with 
an average turnaround time of 
only 10 working days.  



DIGITAL DIPLOMACY 
(e-diplomacy – tech diplomacy) 

• Transforming Diplomacy with 21st 
Century Tech and Approaches 

Definition: 

•Digital Diplomacy is the growing use 
of ICTs and social media platforms by 
a country in order to achieve its 
foreign policy goals and practice 
Public Diplomacy. 

 



“If it happens in the world, it happens on Twitter” 

•  Governments and embassies now rely on a 
tweet as a sort of “short and sweet” press 
release to communicate their positions on 
certain policies, as well as to share news and 
update in real-time 

 

• For foreign nationals living and visiting overseas, 
embassies and consulates are often their go-to 
places for reliable information, especially during 
public emergencies and crises.  



Digital diplomacy goes beyond social media 

• Social media can function not only as a savvy 
communication tool 

 

• The digital footprints of the millions of users may 
be useful for improving:  

• consular services related to the security and 
mobility of citizens abroad and other areas,  

• informing multilateral strategic negotiations 

• monitoring the effectiveness of development aid 
programmes. 



How Embassies managed  
the London terror attack in 2017 
 



Emergency situation  

• On 22 March 2017, a terrorist attack took place in the 
vicinity of the Palace of Westminster in London, seat of 
the British Parliament.  

• At 14:40 Greenwich Mean Time (UTC), a grey Hyundai 
Tucson, was driven at up to 76 miles per hour (122 km/h) 
into pedestrians along the pavement on the south side of 
Westminster Bridge and Bridge Street, causing multiple 
casualties – eg. Romanian citizen 

• London Embassies were tasked with a assignment: 
offering consular aid to citizens located in London.  

• Several Embassies turned to social media in order to 
inform citizens and gather information on citizens 
requiring aid. 

 
 



• At around 4:00 PM London time, the Metropolitan Police 
confirmed that the unknown “incident” was now treated as a 
terror attack. 

• At around 4:00 PM London time, the Metropolitan Police 
confirmed that the unknown “incident” was now treated as a 
terror attack. 

 



Embassies response 

• This was the official signal Embassies were waiting for 
before going online. 

• Only 7 reacted promptly to unfolding events. These 
included the American, Canadian, Finish, Polish, Russian, 
Irish and Dutch Embassies. 

• Most of these Embassies Tweeted a message in their 
native language which warned citizens of approaching 
Parliament. Additionally these Embassies re-tweeted 
information published by the Metropolitan Police. 

 



Tweets published by the Finnish, Swedish and 
Polish Embassies in their native language 



At around 4 PM the US State Department’s travel warning 
channel was also Tweeting information regarding the 
London attack 



 

 

 

 

 

The Canadian High Commission took a 
different approach by asking its followers to re-
tweet its messages. By so doing, the High 
Commission may have been able to increase 
the reach of its online content thus effectively 
delivering information to its citizens. 



First things first ….. 

„First responders” -  quickly leveraged 
digital platforms to communicate with 
their citizens despite the confusion that 
characterizes consular emergencies.  

 

These Embassies had contingency plans 
and procedures in place which guided 
their online activities in the minutes 
following the terror attack. 

 



• Several Embassies were encouraging followers to use 
the Facebook Safety Check application to inform loved 
ones that they were safe.  

 



Diaspora policies 

Do not ask what your country will 
do for you,  

but what you will do for your 
country 

 
Consular service is responsible for 

cooperation with diaspora 



Setting down abroad  

• Most of us experienced being visitor, expat or migrant in 
foreign country 

• It was only in 80-ties and 90-ties when governments 
started implementation of more planned policies toward 
diaspora 

• Currently more states recognize diaspora as a partner in 
development 

• Diaspora has been target group of several governmental 
programs under “diaspora policies” 

• Individuals and groups are agents of change in the 
diaspora; 

 



Public diplomacy and diaspora 
 
• Digital diplomacy is part/tool of public 

diplomacy 

• Governments are using different measures 
such as digital diplomacy  to cooperate with 
diaspora 

• Engaging diaspora through social media and 
reverse 

• Conflict of interests – social media v. diaspora 
engagement 
 



Ireland – diaspora initiative to introduce 
Polish language to Irish system 



In summary: 

• Governments and diplomats have to adjust  and prioritize 
their mindsets and tactically perform their roles in world 
diplomacy, capacity building, training and an openness to new 
approaches. 
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